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Pilgrimages and Farewell 
Whan that Aprille with his shoures soote, 

The droghte of March hath perced to the roote 

Thanne longen folk to goon on pilgrimages, 

And palmeres for to seken straunge strondes. 

                                     Geoffrey Chaucer: Prologue to the Canterbury Tales 

ND SO WE SHOULD have been, some of us at least: going on pilgrimage that 

is, next month, seeking the white and beautiful beaches of Iona as well as the 

austere grey stone of the Abbey, and exploring Celtic Christian tradition and 

spirituality in a place where it first took root fourteen hundred years ago. 

But, as this spring bursts out all around us, instead of heading up and up and up and left a bit 

and across and down again and across to reach a tiny, remote scrap of island, we are having 

to be a bit less ambitious, rejoicing instead in back garden picnics with family we haven’t 

seen for many months (sometimes after several hours drive on newly unfamiliar 

motorways), or in huddling up to heaters in pub gardens eating food that we haven’t either 

cooked ourselves or tipped out of foil takeaway containers. I sat with a friend at a table in a 

Cheltenham side street a week or so ago, shivering slightly as we waited for the sun to 

come out, and drank a flat white coffee brought to me by an actual waitress, whose smile 

was visible through her mask. I could hardly have been happier if we had been in the 

Dordogne or Tuscany.  

Many things have been hard about this last 15 months, especially for the many people who 

have been personally and directly affected by coronavirus itself. One of the hard things, 

though not the worst, has been learning to live in a restricted space, focusing on the area in 

and around our homes and the people who are nearby, coming to terms with the absence 

of spontaneity and, perhaps, learning to find joy in some small, close-at-hand previously 

overlooked things of life. The Iona pilgrimage plan – which may still come to fruition in the 

future - had its roots in a desire to learn more about Celtic spirituality, and it turns out that 

there is a magnificent irony in this.  Because in the time we might have been preparing for 

and looking forward to going away to discover more, we have needed to confront how to 

be here, at home, in ordinariness and waiting, how to recognise God’s presence in every 

aspect of the everyday. And in fact, doing this is at the heart of Celtic spirituality, as these 

two extracts from the websites of the Northumbria community and the Jesuits tell us. 

…the heart of Celtic spirituality is simply living the life, following the Way, travelling 

the journey in the everyday ordinariness of life –the pain and the pleasure, the 

heartaches and the hopes, the disappointment and the dreams.  

For the Celts there was a sacredness to everyday place. The opposite is true in many 

cultures and settings today. 

It would be good to think that over the last year we have learnt more about God and more 

about ourselves as every day we have confronted the everyday, and that we won’t lose that 

learning, that awareness, as the world opens up again. 

The editor has kindly allowed me 200 extra words, and sadly I need to use them to say 

goodbye. As some people already know, I will be leaving Cheltenham at the end of June and 

moving north (about three quarters of the way to Iona, as it happens) to Glasgow, where 

A 
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my younger son and his fiancée already live. Having retired initially to Cheltenham to be 

close to friends and within “reasonable distance” of my sons (based respectively in Surrey 

and Scotland!) my own learning from lockdown was that being close to one son was really 

important, so rather than going back to the south east I’m starting a new adventure with 

new history, culture and places to explore. And of course, a whole new church, as I say 

goodbye to my lifelong home in the Church of England and look for a place in the Scottish 

Episcopal Church. 

Leaving Cheltenham will be very sad, and I want to thank everyone in the team for your 

welcome, your encouragement, your prayers and your company on the journey of the last 

few years. If you would like to stay in touch please do – perhaps some of us can meet on Iona. 

In the meantime, and always, God bless you all. 

Revd Mary 

 

 ADS G2 
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Easter Sunday at St Nics  

Easter Sunday was special at St Nics because we had a 'socially-distanced' full church with 

quite a few people returning.  The flowers were beautiful and at the end of the service 

Marcus presented Judith with a bouquet in appreciation of her wonderful singing for us for 

over a year and of course Jerry's brilliant music!       

Marilyn Powell 
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Butterflies 

Before you begin this story, please understand that no exaggeration is employed and 

everything written is fact. What happened is all a long time ago but every detail is deeply 

ingrained in my mind. The butterflies your editor has given for the subject of this month’s 

“Epistle to the Presburians” are not the ones seen flitting about in the sunlight of our 

gardens and in the countryside around us. No way! These particular lepidoptera were deep 

in the pit of my stomach and they were very active. 

Please note that I am not in the habit of being scared although I must admit to having been 

scared on occasions. For instance, I was once locked in a military hospital cell with 

offenders who were mentally unstable. I was on guard duty armed with a rifle but had no 

ammunition. I did, however, have a very sharp bayonet fitted to the end of it. My 

instructions were to use it “only if you really have to”. That was scary. 

So was being stuck in the tiny gondola suspended beneath an out-of-control airship. Flying 

in a light aircraft through violent thunderstorms with a nervous, stuttering pilot was 

anything but good for my nerves and sailing for three days through the most violent of 

storms the Mediterranean Sea had experienced for decades made me realise how St Paul 

must have felt before being shipwrecked on the island from which I had just sailed away. All 

were scary but were nothing compared to my feelings of utter helplessness deep underground 

entirely at the mercy of a mentally-deranged Maltese. That was frightening in the extreme and all 

the excuse needed for those butterflies to perform their rituals in the pit of my stomach. 

It was way back in 1948 when my pal and I were posted to a coastal gunnery school on 

Malta for our National Service. What a fascinating island to spend eighteen months of one’s 

inquisitive youth! One day it was decided that we should visit Mdina, once the capital of 

Malta and known universally as “the silent city”. Mdina is on high ground and has been in 

existence as a fortified citadel since Arab times, hence its name. The architecture is 

magnificent. Our main objective, however, was to visit the catacombs beneath the city, 

something we really did want to experience. 

It was not long before we were pounced on by a local resident who claimed to be an official 

guide and demanded payment “up front”. His tour of the silent city was to end with a visit 

to the catacombs so we handed over our cash and put our trust in this friendly guide. 

Shock horror when, at the end of the city tour, he handed us over to the most unpleasant 

little man imaginable. He had a pronounced stoop, large watery eyes, a sagging jaw and an 

unnerving grin. We did not like the look of him one little bit. However, we were fully 

trained soldiers of the British Army and fearless. Or so we thought! It was with concern 

that we read at the entrance to these catacombs and adjacent to the heavy locked gates a 

large notice which read: “BEWARE OF TOUTS, ENTRY TO THESE CATACOMBS IS 

FORBIDDEN. BY ORDER.” 

Were we therefore to chicken-out and forfeit the experience desired or meekly follow this 

strange person into the depths below the silent city? We chose the latter option. The new 

guide led us to a secret entrance, some 50 metres from the main locked up one. He then 

gave each of us a candle and struck a match. First he lit ours and then his own, and we 

followed him out of the glaring sunshine and into the darkest of tunnels where, in those 

days, there was no lighting whatsoever. This labyrinth of passages we were told stretched 

for miles. “If you were lost down here,” said our guide with an unnerving cackle “you’d 
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never find your way out and you’d go mad.” We believed him. Passages no more than 5 feet 

in height went in all directions. He claimed to know every inch of this maze of tunnels so he 

must have spent much of his miserable life down here, hence the stoop. We, too, were 

obliged to stoop as we followed him, candles a’flickering. 

Suddenly he turned around and blew out our candles and delivered his chilling laugh which 

we found anything but funny. After a couple of minutes of alarming chuckling he re-lit our 

candles and we continued our way, visiting an altar carved into the rock on which lay the 

effigy of a mutilated Christian martyr (woman). This produced more dreadful cackling from our 

guide and more activity from the butterflies in our stomachs. On we went wondering what on 

earth we had let ourselves in for. He was not kidding when he said we’d never find our way out. 

Our guide then stopped abruptly, put out an arm to prevent us going any further and 

produced something, probably a pebble, from his pocket and threw it into the large hole in 

front of us. It was a well and the splash of the pebble told us it was very deep. The mouth 

of the well then had to be circumnavigated which was tricky as the path around it was quite 

narrow. However we were quite used to army assault courses and it presented no real problem. 

More twists and turns and a few hair-raising moments until we saw a light at the end of our 

tunnel. When we emerged out of utter darkness into the glare of a Maltese summer these 

butterflies quickly fluttered away. My pal and I also exited the silent city and its frightening 

catacombs and did so with great relief. That was 73 years ago and three years after the end 

of World War II. Now things are very different. Malta has a thriving tourist industry which 

in those days was non-existent. The catacombs are cleverly lit, no-one is in any danger and 

the guides are knowledgeable and civilised. The one my pal and I were given would, 

nowadays, never be allowed freedom to walk the streets. He would have been cared for in 

an institution run by one of the many religious orders that abound on the island. Of that 

there is no doubt. 

Bernard Parkin 

 

Surviving a stay in hospital 

If ever you find yourself in hospital for a prolonged time you may find your stay easier if you 

have a few necessary things: 

 Medication 

 Dressing gown, slippers and wash kit 

 Some puzzles 

 An interesting or humorous book which could be stored on …. 

 A smart mobile phone with ear phones and charger.  Apart from making and 

receiving calls, our local hospitals have free wi-fi so you can pass the time keeping up 

with the news, your favourite programmes on radio and TV, and, of course, the 

streamed services from the North Cheltenham Team Ministry. 

You will usually receive three meals each day. Take my tip: avoid your favourite meals. They 

are unlikely to have been prepared the way you like them at home.  Avoid disappointment, 

be adventurous and try something else.  You may be pleasantly surprised. 

Brian Wood  
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Butterflies  

Butterflies was a BBC sitcom that aired from 1978 to 1983. It was 

written by Carla Lane, but was not set (as most of her shows are) in 

Liverpool, but in our own Cheltenham!  The series depicted the day-

to-day life of the middle-class Parkinson family - Ria, Ben and their 

two sons, Russell and Adam. 

Ria is a bored housewife and Ben is a busy dentist. Both sons are 

(mostly) unemployed, and drive their father mad with their erratic driving (and parking), 

their perpetual drinking, and their constant chasing after girls. To fill her days, Ria goes 

shopping, driving around town in her Union Flag mini, and walking through the local park – 

which is where she meets Leonard, a recently separated businessman. There is an almost 

instant attraction, and the series follows the developing relationship between Ria and 

Leonard. Ben’s passion is collecting and studying butterflies.  

The question is, will Ria have an affair or not? 

One thing that runs through all four series is Ria’s cooking – she is terrible at cooking! She 

follows television cookery programmes, and has a shelf of recipe books, but every meal 

starts with her family peering fearfully at their plates, to see what she has served up this 

time.  

Over the length of the series Russell and Adam get (and lose) jobs, and girlfriends – 

including Russell getting one girlfriend pregnant. After a two-family meeting, Russell 

proposes, but is turned down and is heartbroken (for a while).  

At the end of the series, Ria realises she still loves her husband, turns Leonard down, and 

continues walking through the park – with her husband! 

The show starred Wendy Craig as Ria, Geoffrey Palmer as Ben, Andrew Hall as Russell, and 

a very young Nicolas Lyndhurst as the younger son, Adam. Ria’s love interest, Leonard, was 

played by Bruce Montague, and his observant and wise chauffeur Thomas by Michael 

Ripper. The other regular character was Ruby (Joyce Windsor), the family cleaner, who was 

usually seen complaining about the behaviour and habits of the two sons.  

The family home was in Bournside Road in the Park, and the old College (known as 

Gloscat) is actually seen just behind the house. I was at the college when the series was 

being filmed, and spent many lunchtimes hanging around outside No 30 Bournside Road, 

hoping for a glimpse of Russell or Adam! 

Exterior scenes were filmed in Hatherley Park, Pittville Park and Imperial Gardens. Other 

locations used were Montpellier (where Ria and Leonard met for coffee), the Promenade, 

and Neptune’s fountain (where I was actually part of the crowd, during a scene being filmed 

there – although I never appeared on screen). 

The very catchy theme tune “Love is like a butterfly” was written by Dolly Parton, but was 

rerecorded by Clare Torry, and played by Ronnie Hazlehurst, a BBC musician, and his band. 

Jackie Smith 
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Prestbury WI 

In keeping with this month’s theme of butterflies I thought I’d 

share a photo I took in the Poitou Charentes region of 

France in 2018, where we came across a pond that was 

teeming with dragonflies and butterflies in a small peaceful 

village.   

 

 

 

 

Over the Easter holidays I decided to look 

through some old recipe books and came across 

“The WI Book of Biscuits” that belonged to my 

Mum and made some spiced Easter biscuits which 

went down very well with the family.  

 

 

Thank you again to our committee who we are very 

fortunate to have! It was really lovely to receive the 

Easter posies and note. 

 

Here are some book recommendations this month –  

A Farmer’s Diary by Sally Urwin 

Exit by Belinda Bauer (this was recommended in WI Life) 

 

 

 

 

I hope as restrictions start to lift, we will be able 

to meet up again as a WI group, probably starting 

with groups of six like we tried last October. It 

would be great if all the members come together 

in August to enjoy our 100th birthday celebrations 

as planned. Fingers crossed! 

 

For further information please contact  

Hilary Brick – 01242 517964 
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Common or Garden Butterflies  

 

 

The person who first interested me in butterflies was Miles Steed. The oldest son of two 

doctors, Miles lived in a large house further up the road and had an enquiring scientific mind 

along with a large collection of postage stamps. There were three boys in the family and 

one girl called Andrea.  

Miles was the boffin with microscope, telescope and chemistry set. He projected an image 

of the sun and sunspots onto a piece of white card. He tested the expansion of hot air by 

closing a lit sparkler inside a glass bottle and watching the cork fly out. He even had a large 

collection of silk moths chomping away on mulberry leaves and then spinning their silken 

cocoons.  

His daily life seemed fuelled by scientific exploration and The Wonder Book of Wonders. 

Miles was also passionate about butterflies and moths and even took a tall stepladder out to 

a street light because he had seen a Privet Hawk moth against the glowing wattage.  

I am still beguiled by butterflies. Although our English word for these admirable insects 

seems almost cumbersome, Butter Flies, the creatures themselves have a fragile beauty and 

ephemeral elegance which make their familiar arrival in spring and summer such a 

reassuring wonder. They seem like harbingers of bliss in the garden. 

Their life cycle too is a cause for childhood interest and adult amazement. Oval eggs 

invisible to the naked human eye become hungry caterpillars munching on chosen leaves. 

These grubs then morph again and pupate into chrysalises which look like drying rolls of 

dead leaves and then, through time and the warmth of the sun, there emerges the colourful 

imago. The finished article has wings of powdered brilliance to fly free, sunbathe, drink 

nectar, mate, sleep, procreate, escape bird predators and then in short order die. The life-

spans of these cold-blooded insects vary, of course, but on average some butterflies only 

live for two weeks or so. It is also said that these delicate flying insects can detect scents in 

the air in minuscule, even molecular, proportions. 
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Butterflies have not only inspired devoted entomologists, conservators and writers but also 

predatory collectors who vainly want to acquire their living beauty and preserve it in object 

form. I am told, for instance, that the Birdwing butterfly of Papua, New Guinea, is 

endangered because of its highly prized and priced beauty, with displayed corpses selling on 

the black market for thousands of pounds.  

The very naming of butterflies suggests a poetic impulse to match their living beauty with 

verbal and figurative inventions, such as Holly Blue, Swallowtail, Red Admiral, Tortoiseshell, 

Painted Lady, Peacock, Brimstone Yellow, Orange Tip, Chalkhill Blue and even the rare 

Duke of Burgundy, which is no longer classified as a fritillary. These exotic names are 

paralleled by the more mundane butterflies called Common Blue, Cabbage White, Meadow 

Brown, Comma, Large White, Speckled Wood and Skippers, Large and Small. The 

Camberwell Beauty is, in my limited experience, more often illustrated than seen, although I 

do know of someone who once saw that rarity in her garden.  

 

 

 

Of all local butterflies, I probably now prize and appreciate most of all either the smartly 

dressed Red Admiral or the Peacock (shown above) with its spectacular eyespots. However, 

if you want to see locally the tropical and exotic specimens which do not normally live 

here, I recommend a visit to Stratford Butterfly Farm which I hope has survived the 

coronavirus crisis and consequent lack of visitor revenue.  

Nowadays, I am all for preserving butterflies and conserving their habitats and host plants, 

which are often native wild-flowers, trees and plants such as nettles, garlic mustard, goat 

willow, holly, ivy, horseshoe vetch, poplar and Yorkshire fog. Like birds and bees, abundant 

butterflies seem to be a measure of the health or illness of the air and countryside, which is 

so often appropriated, polluted and exploited by that most endangering of species, needy, 

populous, earth-bound humanity. 

                                     A brimstone yellow on a blue 

                                     Forget-me-not cannot be true 

                                     And yet it is. Remember it. 

                                     The present soon is preterite.  

Duncan Forbes 
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It is Spring… 

… or so the meteorologists tell us, so the natural world is beginning to move again, and 

(for our purposes) insects are emerging from their winter dormancy, butterflies are flying 

after a long hibernation in safe places like garages, wood piles or deep thicket, out to soak 

up the sun, and hopefully start new generations.  

Large queens of some bumble bees emerged early and are around in 

good numbers at this time, but I find it very difficult to tell some of 

them apart, so you need to look carefully as more and more emerge. 

Illustrated here is the White-tailed bumble bee. 

 (image: bumblebee.conservation) 

The queens will be out searching for abandoned mouse holes to set up new colonies; males 

are very different; just this week the spectacular bee-flies have started emerging here. They 

are true flies that look like bees and have a long proboscis (tongue), as they hover their 

wings beat so fast that one can often hear them, and in a flash, they have moved off 

elsewhere. They are parasites of several species of mining bees.  You might see them hovering 

close to the bees’ nest holes and flicking eggs into the holes; they are completely harmless to us. 

 
Dark-edged Bee-fly, on a stinging nettle 

 (image: Naturespot.org) 

 
Brimstone  

(image: Malvern Gazette) 

Butterflies are now flying and the beautiful yellow coloured Brimstone (butterfly, possibly as 

the ‘butter coloured fly’ the origin of the name butterfly) is usually first to be seen, and they 

live for a very long time during the year (above). Their larvae (caterpillars) feed on 

Buckthorn and Alder Buckthorn. Peacock butterflies are also flying, having emerged from 

hibernation, unless their hibernation sites had been discovered by bats! Their larvae feed 

primarily on Stinging nettles, as do the larvae of the other butterflies flying at the moment 

such as the Small Tortoishell or even the beautiful Comma butterfly, with its very ragged 

wing outline and clear white “comma” mark on the underside hindwing. 

 
Peacock butterfly, basking  
(image: Butterfly Conservation) 

 
Small Tortoishell, basking on a bramble leaf 

(image: Butterfly Conservation) 
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Comma,  

L: with wings spread,  

R: underside showing  

the “comma mark”  
 (images: Butterfly 

Conservation) 

 

Recently I had my first sighting of one of the “white” 

butterflies, flying purposefully across my garden, and I 

am sure it would have been one from the first 

generation of the year having spent the winter as a pupa 

(chrysalis) for the Green-veined White, shown here.  

 (image: Butterfly Conservation) 

The green veins are easily seen when it is settled, and it 

is the upper surface of the wings that are white, with 

black tips. The dark scales on the yellow background of 

the lower wings provide the green vein colour. In flight they are quite similar to the Small 

White. Some of us may have even seen the beautiful Red Admiral which can often be seen 

on sunny days even before spring; they will also have been hibernating.  Until recently Red 

Admiral butterflies were all summer visitors from the continent but recently with global 

warming, they are now able to overwinter here as has the exotic Hummingbird Hawk 

moth,  one of our day flying moths. 

 
Red Admiral 

(image: ukbutterflies) 

 

Hummingbird Hawk Moth  
(image: nature-spot) 

With this sunny weather more butterflies will soon be cheering us up. Every gardening 

programme reminds us to have nectar flowers available for butterfly food, BUT we also 

need food for their young stage (caterpillars/larvae); please don’t be afraid to have patches 

of stinging nettles in your gardens, which are an amazing foodplant for a variety of species 

of butterflies AND moths. Look out for groups of butterfly larvae on nettles on your walks 

as the season progresses.  For anyone who is still interested, there are some very good 

organisations out there, such as The Gloucestershire Naturalist’s Society (glosnats.org), 

Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust (gloucestershirewildlifetrust.co.uk) and Butterfly 

Conservation (butterfly-conservation.org). 

Charles Dewhurst  
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Gwen Hewinson 1923-2020 

Gwen Hewinson (nee James) was a long-standing member of the 

Prestbury URC community – in fact she attended from birth as her 

parents were members of the old Prestbury Congregational Church.  

As a child she took part in Cheltenham inter-church Bible Study 

competitions and as an adult was a Deacon and Elder and a much-loved 

teacher at Junior Church.  

She simply loved teaching children about the Bible. 

Sadly Gwen died of Covid-19 last spring. In her memory the URC have donated booklets 

from the Bible Society on the Easter Story to all pupils at the Infant and Junior Schools. 

 

 

Prestbury Parish Cross – Easter 2021 

Last year, because of Covid-19, there was no Parish Cross, but this year, even though we 

have not yet resumed communal worship at the URC we decided that the Cross could go 

up, albeit without its normal decorations because of health and safety concerns. 

However, we invited all who would like to place flowers at the foot of the Cross or on the 

railings to do so. 

Dee Graham of St Mary’s provided the beautiful wreath and Julie Jefferies of the URC left 

the potted primrose. There was also an anonymous bunch of wildflowers, so together with 

our violets and primroses this was a very colourful way to commemorate the joy of Easter 

Sunday. 

.          

 

Fiona Hall 
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Cheltenham Croquet Club  

Cheltenham Croquet Club is one of the largest and oldest in Britain. We have 11 full size 

lawns plus a smaller practice area at our grounds on the Old Bath Road. 

Our members are of all ages and sexes – ranging from complete beginners to players of 

County and International standard. Club competitions run throughout the summer months 

as do nationally advertised Tournaments. 

Croquet has various forms and at Cheltenham CC you can see Association croquet 

(handicap and advanced play), Golf croquet (handicap and level play) plus One Ball…even 

during the Winter when the lawns remain open. 

New members are always welcome and free Taster sessions can be organised for anyone 

interested in simply having a go! Tasters are usually followed by a series of 3 introductory 

lessons. 

Membership classes are far-ranging from U18’s through Local and Far Country to non-

playing Social membership. 

New Look for the Club Tea-Room 

The Club has a great social side, as you might imagine, with Lunches and Afternoon Teas 

being served in the tearoom or out on the veranda. We have been able to complete the 

cladding of the tearoom during the Winter months and the building now looks bright and 

welcoming as you can see in the photo below. 

 

 

 

Please do get in touch if you are interested in learning more or to arrange a Taster Session. 

Contact email: croquetcheltenham@gmail.com 

Submitted by Jim Blenkinsop 
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The Cost of Your Vaccine 

Cheltenham Rotary has started a campaign asking people who have been vaccinated to 

donate the cost of their vaccine. This money would be used to support COVAX to provide 

Covid-19 vaccines to people in other countries where cost is an issue.  

The suggested donation starts from £6 which covers the cost of 2 x AstraZeneca vaccines. 

Pfizer vaccines cost £15 each. All donations are welcome. 

See www.cheltenhamrotary.org.uk for more information. Thank you for your support.  

Wendy Price 

  

http://www.cheltenhamrotary.org.uk/
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Butterflies ........  Some light relief 

Yes... We have all at some time experienced this feeling. It is something I believe connected 

with the nervous system and I know I have experienced the inner fluttering when about to 

launch forth on the stage... what, you don’t mean this kind of Butterfly, well how am I 

supposed to know? 

What about that look-at-life type of television programme. It was named ‘Butterflies‘. It’s 

some while since it was screened and so possibly some of our readers will not be familiar 

with the show. I recall the family were living locally here in Cheltenham not very far from 

that Scholastic Institution named Bournside. I can let you into a bit of scandal here..... what, 

you don’t mean this ‘Butterflies’ either? I am not very skilled at interpreting or reading in to 

people’s minds. 

Oh... got you at last, the ‘Butterflies’ that invade our gardens.. yes... yes. OK say no more.  

My knowledge on this subject is scant; I have some Butterfly memories to call upon. 

When I was very young my parents listened to a gardening programme on the radio given 

by a man named Mr Middleton, no first nor Christian name mentioned. We are speaking 

here of the 1940s. He spoke with a deep voice and sounded slightly American, i.e. he rolled 

his R’s. He spoke with authority on matters relating to things that grow in the soil. Some of 

what he said chimed with me because I was sometimes found to be fetching water for my 

parents’ allotment and was perfectly capable of telling a carrot from an onion...  

To get to the point, Mr Middleton was one day expounding his views about so called 

Cabbage White which is a butterfly. We veg. gardeners all know they can ‘blitz’ a row of 

prized cabbages in short order depositing their eggs on the leaves, you know what happens 

then! 

I have long forgotten the answer to every veg. gardener’s prayer. One method he explained 

was one that in these enlightened days of you know what was to obtain a spray and.. yes, 

you have guessed. Fill it with water and proceed to fire off at the invaders. I have actually 

perfected this method and even something with the size of brain possessed of the C W 

receives the message loud and clear and they very soon absent themselves.  

I have another memory relating to ‘Butterflies’. It is very strange how something that 

occurred many years ago can be retained in one’s memory. One such event related to my 

time at junior school. Miss Twiselton, our teacher, arrived in the class room looking as if 

she was embarking on an expedition to the African jungle. We were ordered to go and get 

our clothes and follow her. She was quite a bossy positive person who was good at making 

us do as we were told! To be brief, we were walking to our local park for a ‘Nature Study’ 

lesson.  

We were issued with writing stuff and coloured crayons. I knew nothing about ‘Butterflies’. 

For the next hour we were treated to a demo of how a caterpillar is transformed into a 

butterfly. 

Yes, we all learned something of interest on that day. I learned about Red Admirals, 

Peacocks, and lots more. I am of the opinion that such types are seldom seen as much as 

they were in former times... I wonder why?  
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I was in a queue of traffic exiting the 

suburbs of Sheffield.. what’s that got to do 

with ‘Butterflies’? 

I was returning home after a long day in a 

Court of Law. As I drove, listening to a 

talk on the radio. It was, guess what, 

Gardeners’ World!! In the course of the 

discussion the name of Mr Middleton was 

mentioned and the speaker commented 

that Mr Middleton was indeed a 

Cheltenham man. 

I apologise to the good citizens of our 

town when I said earlier that he sounded 

slightly American.  

I still know next to nothing about 

‘Butterflies’!  

Nigel Woodcock 

 

 

Come you British people; 

come pray for us in 

Mandalay 

In February 2019, just two years ago 

Angie and I met this lady at the 

Myathalon Pagoda in Myanmar. She 

asked me to take her photograph, 

which I did.  I offered to send a copy 

to her but she simply asked that I 

bring it back to Britain and show it to 

my friends. 

I ask you, my friends, to hold her and 

all her family in your prayers at this 

time of terrible bloodshed in Myanmar 

as the people strive for a greater say 

in their future. 

John Moles 
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They rest in St Mary’s Churchyard 

On the north side of the church is one of the more unusual memorials. It comprises a four 

stone plinth in grey and pink granite surmounted by a cross and around the base is a low 

iron rail. The name given is Gvlielmo Dobson. The Latin inscription tells us that he died at 

the age of 58 on December 31st 1867. A tablet on the grave is in memory of Katherine 

Heaton Dobson, who was the eldest daughter of the Revd William Dobson. 

The Revd Dr William Dobson MA is described as the second son of a gentleman 

engaged in commerce in the East Riding of Yorkshire. He was educated at Charterhouse 

where he was a friend of Thackery. Subsequently he went to Trinity College Cambridge. He 

was clearly a very able student becoming a fellow of the college in 1834 and obtaining his 

MA in 1835. He was ordained as a Deacon in 1839 and a Priest in 1840. He then served at 

Tuxford, Nottinghamshire. He married Marianne, the daughter of Benson Harrison of 

Westmorland in 1841.  

In 1844 he was appointed the second of the Principals of Cheltenham College and held this 

post until he resigned in 1858. The college was opened in 1841 to educate the sons of 

gentlemen. He is said, by working unceasingly with directors and students, to have elevated 

the standing of the College to rank with the leading old scholastic foundations in the 

country. 

The Illustrated London News in 1886 describes him as a Chaplain to the Queen. After his 

resignation from the college he lived at Lansdowne Lodge, Cheltenham where he died. 

When he was buried at Prestbury the choirs of All Saints and Prestbury led the procession. 

An address was given by the Rev Dr Barry, the then Principle of the College. 

There is a memorial to the Revd Dr William Dobson in the chapel of St Mary & St George 

at the college. 

Interestingly following the funeral, a letter appeared in the Cheltenham Examiner entitled 

“Driven to Prestbury”. The author complained that people were driven to the churches of 

All Saints and Prestbury by “the Puritanical plainness” of services in the rest of Cheltenham 

which included them restricting music at funerals. 

It was not signed. 

Tony Noel 

Prestbury Local History Society 

 

 

 

 

 

Cheltenham Art Club 

The Cheltenham Art Club Online Spring Exhibition will take place from  

17th April - 30th May.  Please visit us at cheltenhamartclub.co.uk.  All work is for sale. 
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May 2021 Calendar 

SUNDAY 2  5th Sunday of Easter 

SUNDAY 9  6th Sunday of Easter 

THURSDAY 13  Ascension Day 

SUNDAY 16  7th Sunday of Easter 

SUNDAY 23  Pentecost 

SUNDAY 30  Trinity Sunday 

 

Diary 

Most of our events have been suspended, postponed or cancelled because of the Covid-19 

outbreak. TEA WITH TOM is every Wednesday at 11.00 am via Zoom. This is a light 

hearted time to have a drink and a cake from the comfort of your home. Our church 

buildings are open for public worship on Sundays and occasional stewarded private prayer 

at set times (see northchelt.org.uk for times) and closed at all other times.  

A Sunday Service is streamed on the internet each week. These and other services are 

recorded so may be accessed later by those who cannot watch them live. You may find 

details of these on our website and on the team’s YouTube page –  

https://www.youtube.com/NorthCheltenhamTeamMinistry 

Go to www.northchelt.org.uk for the latest news. 

 

Notice of Prestbury APCM – Sunday 27th June 2021 

(Assuming government guidance in respect of Covid regulations has not changed.)  

The Annual Meeting of Parishioners, which begins at 3.00 pm on Sunday 27th June, at 

St Mary’s, is a short meeting to elect Churchwardens:  two for St Mary’s and two for 

St Nicolas’.  Candidates must be nominated and seconded before the meeting begins and 

nomination lists will also be displayed on the notice boards of both churches.  Anyone who lives 

within the parish or who is on the church electoral roll may attend and vote at this meeting. 

The Annual Parochial Church Meeting will follow the Annual Meeting of Parishioners. This 

is a chance to come to hear a review and reports of what has taken place during the last 

year, together with plans for the future and an opportunity to ask questions. At the 

meeting, elections to the Parochial Church Council (PCC) take place.  Nominations for 

PCC members will be displayed on the notice boards of both churches for at least the two 

Sundays prior to the meeting.  Candidates must be proposed and seconded by a person 

who is on the Electoral Roll of the parish, and they should also have beeen asked if they are 

willing to stand.  

Stella Caney, PCC Secretary  
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King Solomon’s Temple 

 HAVE WRITTEN PREVIOUSLY in this magazine about the rise of David from a 

shepherd boy to King of Israel. Now we move to a later stage in David’s life. He is 

settled in a palace of his own and he considers it is time for him to build a 

permanent home for ‘The Lord of Hosts’.  He consults Nathan the prophet, but 

Nathan relays the word of God to him, “Are you the one to build me a house?… I will 

raise up your offspring after you…. He shall build a house for my name.” 
2 Sam 7 .5, 12b – 13a.NRSV 

Revd Tom told us in his sermon at St Nicolas’ in December 2020 that this was not what 

God had in mind for David.  This persuaded me to explore further, and I have come to the 

conclusion that God wanted David to leave something for Solomon to achieve.  I am sure 

that many of us have received great inspiration from church ministers, priests or Sunday 

school teachers. In my case it was Dr Roy Lee, who influenced me; he was my vicar and 

Sunday school teacher during my junior school years. A psychologist with a special interest 

in the spiritual development of children, he always encouraged us to find our own values 

and test the truth of all beliefs. 

I have come to realise that, maybe God was similarly passing on the baton from one 

generation to another.  I believe that the exploration of personal values is what God is 

doing here.  God is encouraging David to hand on the baton to one of his sons, the one 

most suited to the task.  Solomon, who seeks wisdom, rather than wealth, is the most 

qualified candidate to express the values of his earthly father David and the values of his 

heavenly father God.  Thus God sets David the task of bestowing a great duty on Solomon, 

which will stretch Solomon’s ingenuity and challenge his religious beliefs, and will allow 

Solomon’s religious development to come to maturity of form.  David thus states before 

the people of Israel, “My son Solomon whom alone God has chosen, is young and inexperienced 

and the work is great” and in v5, “Who then will offer willingly, (to support Solomon) consecrating 

themselves today to the Lord”.  1 Chronicles 29. 1, 5.§ 

This to me illustrates so well the work of an earthly parent handing on their work with 

confidence.  Handing on and allowing religious freedom of thought was always a central 

theme of Dr Lee’s teaching, who, through discussion and debate encouraged the young to 

think for themselves.  In this case the continued religious development of the people, David 

has, for so long, defended and cared for. 

So what do we learn from this?  That God has plans far beyond our own life times 

and that it is our place to prepare the young in the understanding of religious 

freedom so that they may truly develop a relationship with God that is beyond our 

control.  It is our duty, to remind ourselves, that religion is not something grafted 

superficially on to the personality of a human being; religion is what the whole person 

becomes by its growth, and it is our duty to foster the full unfolding of the potential 

personality of the young, that God has committed us to care for, in the North 

Cheltenham Team. 

John Moles 
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Parish Directory continued 

Safeguarding Officer 

Linda Biggs 07783 019902 
 

Parish Magazine 
Editor: (vacancy)  contact 515941 

magazine@prestbury.net 

Advertising & Sales: Richard Johnson 224823 
advertising@prestbury.net 

St Mary’s C of E (VA) Schools 

Executive Head Teacher : Mr Matt Fletcher 
Junior School:  244387 

Infant School:  244054 

Hall Letting 
Prestbury Hall, Bouncers Lane 239590 

prestbury.hall@prestbury.net 

St Nicolas Hall, Swindon Lane 244373 
stnicolas.hall@prestbury.net 

Parish Giving Scheme 
76 Kingsholm Road, 

Gloucester GL1 3BD 0333 002 1260 
info@parishgiving.org.uk 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prestbury Parish Magazine is usually published on the last Sunday of the month. 

The deadline for copy is usually the Sunday 2 weeks before this, but  

during these Covid times there may be scope for some flexibility. 

Copy may be sent in a clearly marked envelope to ‘Prestbury Parish Magazine’ 

2 Honeysuckle Close, Prestbury, Cheltenham, GL52 5LN 

or preferably by email to magazine@prestbury.net 

 

June Magazine Deadline:  

Sunday, 16 May 2021 

June Theme:  Sport 
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